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Warning
This is not science – this is an impulse for discussion
Thought Experiment on COVID
„What if a new Covid pandemic in 2070 showed that rapid 
containment is not possible because today’s research data from the













„University libraries, as data
suppliers, and data science
initiatives, as data consumers, 
are establishing productive
partnerships.“










‚perpetual‘ embedded exclusive societal ?
long-term high large individual Knowledge 
Infrastructure
mid-term medium medium functional Library
short-term low small technical Data Center
„Wisdom Infrastructure?“
Really?
• There is a dissociation
between data / information
and knowlegde / wisdom
• It takes (a village of) humans to
make sense of information
• No purpose in data and
information infrastructure
https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/dikw-pyramid/
What is wrong with the pyramid?



















ANGLE TIME CONTEXT HUMAN 
FACTOR
ORG-LEVEL INSTITUTION OPPORTUNITY THREAT
Wisdom ‚perpetual‘ embedded exclusive societal ? survive delusion
Knowledge long-term high large individual Knowledge 
Infrastructure
solve problems fake
Information mid-term medium medium functional Library understand misinformation
Data short-term low small technical Data Center analyze deluge
Possible Implications for Tactics
• Answer what is „knowlegde
infrastructure“?
• Ackknowledge that technology is not the
key question – data and information
infrastructures are purposeless
• Transcend individual purpose („usage“) –
ask about institutionalisation
• Focus on social, societal aspects
• Connecting data to information and
information to knowledge
• e.g. Data-Literature-Linking, Science & 
Society
TIME CONTEXT HUMAN 
FACTOR
ORG-LEVEL
‚perpetual‘ embedded exclusive societal
long-term high large individual
mid-term medium medium functional
short-term low small technical
Possible Implications for Tactics
• Connect data centers to make libraries
• Connect libraries to make knowledge infrastructure
• Connect knowledge infrastructures to make ... (sense?)
Thank you
